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his cruise story captures our 2021 reef adventures, the feeling of awe we feel about the places
we sail to, the exquisite sights and creatures we see. We are totally invested in this lifestyle of
ours: the care of our boat, the joy of sailing a feisty vessel, the discovery of little frequented
reef anchorages, the passion for photography in all its forms.

Our friends often describe us as Reef Addicts. They are right. We cannot stop cruising the Great
Barrier Reef. People often say: “What is there left to explore?”. We live in a world where it is
presumed everything that can be discovered, has been discovered. But this is not the case. We think
that if you look closely and do a little research, you can find an adventure, a chance to explore, to
experience sights and wildlife you have never or seldom seen. The Great Barrier Reef is so vast that
it is impossible to know it all. We have an instinctive need to explore, an unquenchable thirst for
discovery, a child-like sense of wonder. Given half a chance, we would rather reef hop than cruise
along the coast. We love the wilderness, we relish feeling like we are escaping far, far away from
crowds, so reef hopping ticks many of our boxes. With travel restrictions due to COVID, hundreds
more boats were about and the last thing we wanted was to be sharing anchorages with several
dozens of yachts.

One of the advantages of sailing and living on Anui is that it is a very stable vessel. When we first
cruised on her, we experimented being at the Reef in stronger conditions than what is seen as ideal
and found we could comfortably be at anchor offshore in 20 knots. In trade wind season, the breeze
will likely be blowing from the SE at 15-25 knots relentlessly on the east coast. The further north you
go, the stronger it gets. Let’s face it, if you wait for calm conditions, less than 10 knots, you could
well be waiting for the whole tropical cruising season! And those who know us realise we are not
very good at waiting. In fact the first half of 2021 was pretty much spent hanging around in places
we did not want to be. Only three weeks of fun with family on board at the Capricorn & Bunker
Group in six months left us feeling frustrated and disappointed. Covid, medical stuff, more boat
maintenance than is fair for one cruising couple to handle meant that our hopes for the exploration
of the Swain Reefs were dashed after making the decision to repower Anui in Mackay. So when we
got operational again at the end of July, we opted to venture to other reefs we had not been to, to
revisit special spots, to use sheltered anchorages such as lagoons as a base and go out to nearby
sites as day trips. After months of life in the shipyard, the prospect of the best discovery trip we had
ever undertaken was incredibly exciting.

There is something invigorating about trying things you have not done before, about plotting your
next adventure, about learning. It is also a godsend to do some research to keep yourself sane while
you are trapped somewhere!
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uring this last season, our cruising companions on SV Oceaneer introduced us to OpenCPN
and SAS PLANET to augment our charts with high resolution satellite imagery from a variety
of sources beyond Google Earth. Both are part of the Open Software Foundation and are
free. These work on Windows operating software.
The geo-registration of satellite imagery is amazingly accurate, with maximum errors in the order of
3 meters. It will show you which berth you are in at a marina, or exactly where a bommie is that you
have to avoid in order to reach that perfect anchorage. It won’t always show everything, but where
it shows something, that is exactly where it is. It was a game changer for planning our reef trips,
identifying where we might anchor and bringing our boat safely to our chosen spot.
The process we follow with our research is to initially check a satellite view of a reef from Google
Earth or Motion X (an app on Chris’s iphone which is no longer available on the market) then
download high resolution images of what is of interest onto our main laptop through SAS PLANET,
which gives us access to not only Google Earth but other sources such as Yandex, Bing, ArcGIS, ESRI…
The clearest image does not always come from Google Earth. Once downloaded, we have access to
these images whether we have internet service or not. Tam on Oceaneer also helped us overlay
those images onto our charting software Time Zero so we can easily toggle between screens.
When searching for reef anchorages, we zoom in as much as possible to get a reasonable view of the
sea floor. You will often see whether an inlet is studded with bommies or shows clear sand. If we
find a promising sandy and shallow area, we measure the anchorage radius. If we find a clear patch
with a 40m radius, it is a possible anchorage. We mark the anchorage on Navionics, Motion X and
also transfer the coordinates on our Charting Software Time Zero, which means a large screen to
navigate to.
Where possible we check the manta tow survey reports from the Australian Institute of Marine
Science (AIMS) to find out a bit about the condition of the reef over several years. Not all reefs are
surveyed of course, but all surveys indicate that the best coral cover is on the exposed SE flank of the
reef, whereas the NW protected side of the reef show very poor coral coverage. So it is evident that
we might choose to anchor the big boat on the NW flanks when travelling north, but dinghy around
to the other side to see good coral and fish. Finding good reef anchorages for the return trip south
on the southern side of reefs can be a real challenge, but the satellite imagery certainly helps
identify possible locations.

So armed with as much information as possible, and brimming with enthusiasm, we were ready for
an enthralling adventure. We had new gear to get used to, new skills to practise and an eagerness to
get away. We started with the Southern Reef in May, spent June and July in the Mackay Shipyard,
moved to the beautiful reefs offshore of Mackay and the Whitsundays in late July, then to the reefs
offshore of Bowen and Townsville in August and finally those offshore of Cairns and Far North
Queensland in September. But when in October it was time to turn back south, we complemented
our finds with reefs we had never been to or discovered anchorages on the southern flank of familiar
reefs.
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ur approach to documenting our cruise stories is to capture our impressions in still
photographs rather than video, to wrap the narrative around a few images. Chris is
enthused by all aspects of photography: seascapes with the Canon 7dII and Tamron 18400mm lens, underwater images with the Olympus TG6, Ikelite housing, Dome lens and new
Olympus strobes on some occasions, and aerial views through the DJI Mavic Air drone. This mix of
equipment enables us to share images of the stunning anchorages we have visited, of the beautiful
dwellers of the Great Barrier Reef and it adds a bird’s eye view that gives a totally different vantage
point of our surroundings.
But it is not just about taking photos, it is also about developing each image carefully. Long after the
elation of the sail, the thrill of the dive or the excitement of the drone flight have passed, probably
the best way to keep our buzz going is working on our images in Lightroom and Photoshop.
All the photos Chris takes are in RAW format rather than JPEG. When an image is captured in a
digital camera, it is recorded as raw data. If the camera format is set to JPEG, this raw data is
processed and compressed before it is saved in the JPEG format. When your camera compresses an
image into a JPEG, the image ends up with a lot less detail. If the camera format is set to RAW, no
processing is applied automatically, therefore the file stores far more tonal and colour data and you
have control over how your photo is developed, how it will look.
Post-production work is time-consuming and you need the software to develop the photos. But the
end result is worth it: a carefully crafted image that does justice to the incredible beauty we have
seen. We don’t just record what we see, we try to capture how it makes us feel and attempt to
communicate this in the photos we share. And of course you don’t just click away and share
everything indiscriminately on social media. It is about being selective and choosing to work on
fewer images, but images that are captivating, evocative and hold your attention.

So on that note, here is evidence of our Reef Addiction!
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The itinerary North:
Southern Great Barrier Reef
-

Lady Musgrave
Fairfax Reef and Islands * (new)
Hoskyn Reef and Islands *
Fitzroy Reef
Heron Reef
Wistari Reef
Northwest Island
Barren Island (Keppels)

Offshore of Mackay & Southern Whitsundays
-

Credlin Reef *
Bugatti Reef *
Little Bugatti Reef *

Offshore of Cape Upstart
-

Stanley Reef *
Weaver Reef

Offshore of Palm & Hinchinbrook Islands
-

Keeper Reef
Lodestone Reef *
John Brewer Reef *
Bramble Reef *
Trunk Reef *
Walker Reef
Otter Reef *
Eddy Reef *

Offshore of Innisfail to Cairns
-

Russell Island & Franklin Group
Scott Reef *
Sudbury East Reef *

Offshore of Port Douglas & Cape Tribulation
-

Opal Reef *
St Crispin Reef *
Agincourt No 4 Reef *
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We have been to the Capricorn & Bunker Group on numerous occasions, yet we still manage to
experience these reefs in different ways and even discover new spots. However with familiarity
comes comparisons. Our cruising along the east coast brings us to these reefs every six months and
unfortunately we see gradual changes for the worst in coral cover, health and diversity of fish life.
We had the company of Wade’s brother Murray and his wife Maree for this part of the reef hopping.
It is always interesting to have people on board who have not seen these reefs before and
rediscover them in a way through their eyes.
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Image by From Above - Altervista

We have been to the Lady Musgrave Lagoon countless times, so why do we keep going back?
Convenience plays a big part in returning again and again. A lagoon is a more sheltered place than
any other reef anchorage. Even at high tide when the reef wall is covered, you get some protection
and calmer water than along the edge of a reef, so this is quite a compelling reason. Another reason:
the possibility of hooking on to a well-maintained public mooring. They are located on the righthand side near the island when you look at the picture. You might not need this in calm conditions
since there is plenty of space to anchor in clear sand and in fact most of our time was spent at the
other end of the lagoon. But on a day of 20+ knot wind, you will be secure, and the moorings will
most likely have been vacated!
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Yet another reason is the variety of sites to explore. The beauty of being in such a vast lagoon is that
you can moor in the company of other boats or anchor far away from the crowds; you can dinghy
and explore numerous bommies in the middle of the lagoon, snorkel along different parts of the reef
wall, both inside and outside, and of course you have the option to stretch your legs and go ashore
on the coral cay.
We arrived with our family on board; all moorings were taken so we initially anchored right next to
the Marine Park Markers, close to the sand cay. It was handy for walks ashore and brief snorkels for
our guests to get comfortable. But as the weekend came, so did dozens of boats and it did not take
long to make a plan to get away from the crowds.
We migrated to the quiet end of the lagoon. We were incredibly lucky to have totally calm days and
see Lady Musgrave in rare glass out conditions in May 2021. You see lots of images of this iconic
place but to be frank they all look a bit the same.
So the ability to launch the drone from our deck, discover what this beautiful place looks like from
the air and capture a unique perspective was very rewarding.
It was an extra low tide, the reef flats were exposed. The lagoon was like a mirror, the clouds were
reflected as a wispy haze, the aqua colour seemed nearly unreal and yet it was our reality, just for
two jaw dropping days.
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The underwater life was not in ideal condition. Some areas were vibrant, others were damaged. We
certainly have seen a degradation in coral health and density, as well as the quantity and variety of
fish in this well-loved lagoon. But here is our pick. These first two images were taken in bright dead
calm conditions.

Mix of Pullers, Surgeonfish and Damsels among the Acropora coral
Lemon Damsels among the Sarcophyton, also called leather coral
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Moorish Idols are a quintessential reef fish: elegance, colour, exquisite shape… These two were
doing a dance.

Behind them, you can see evidence of coral damage: dull, grey, bare boulders.
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In shallow water and on a sunny day, when the coral is still vibrant, reflections abound.
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Another advantage of being at the southern end of the lagoon is that you are allowed to fish. Wade
caught us a few nice meals of coral trout and stripey snapper! Notice the long lead at the back of
him: his shark shield. Wade tends to be a bit uneasy with sharks, with good reasons when spearing!

There is nothing quite like a bloody prey to attract predators. So when he catches a fish, he is quick
to get to the surface, lift it out of the water and paddle back to the dinghy! Having the shield around
the ankle sends an electrical current which sharks and rays dislike and they hopefully stay away.
It is a new addition to the arsenal and he is still testing things out. The long lead can be annoying and
get caught in corals if he is in shallow waters.
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It is a shame that on one particular day for ever etched in his memory, he was not wearing his shield
and a rather large shark came a little too close for comfort… not just a common reef shark but a
Hammerhead! It was in excess of 5 meters long, with a very large girth. Wade back paddled to the
shallows, hoping the hammerhead would not follow him in there, and waited for the shark to cruise
away, then called everybody back and made a B line for the dinghy!
And the crazy thing was that Chris unknowingly captured an aerial shot of the beast not far from the
boat. For some reason, she had given this snorkel a miss and was instead flying the drone from the
deck. Look closely at this photo, there is the hammerhead shark on the side of Anui in the deeper
water and a turtle ahead of it – photo bombing like we have never seen before!
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Having explored inside the lagoon, we were ready for something new. We had the perfect weather
to start exploring further afield. First, we used the dinghy to check the outside wall of the lagoon,
trying unsuccessfully to see manta rays like we did last year.

Then we took the big boat out to neighbouring reefs, using Lady Musgrave as our base, something
new for us.
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Fairfax Reef and Lady Musgrave in the background
Photograph by D Parer & E Parer Cook

Fairfax was the first day trip we did. A short sail away from Lady Musgrave, it is seldom visited. We
lucked out again with calm conditions and decided to go there for a few hours. Anchoring the big
boat happens on the north-western side of the reef. It offers a day stop only in our view, but well
worth the effort of throwing the pick in and getting the dinghy or kayak out for an explore at high
tide. If getting there at low tide as we did, a beautiful snorkel on the outside edge of the reef is
called for. The protected zoning is obviously working as we saw lots of fish, big turtles and a manta
ray.
There are two islands, one being a sand cay, the other a shingle cay. However, landing is not
permitted. Unexploded ordnance could be one of the reasons! The Fairfax Islands were once used as
a bombing range by the army and navy and for phosphate mining. But these access restrictions are
also to protect turtle and seabird nesting populations.
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Again the drone gave us a spectacular perspective.

You can see how narrow the strip of sand is for anchoring. We would not stay at this spot overnight,
but for a few hours on a calm day while snorkeling, it is fun.
And here is an aerial closeup of one of the two islands.
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We tried two different anchorages at Fairfax. The second one was our preference, just a bit further
along: a little more sheltered, a larger patch of sand to anchor in, and better snorkeling. No
spearfishing at Fairfax, since this is a green conservation zone.
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As soon as we got into the water, the Remoras were circling. They are inquisitive and fun.
Sometimes called suckerfish, they are usually found stuck to the sides of sharks, manta rays and
other large species, hitching a ride.

You can see their suction pad on the top of their head. These ones were just checking us and the
boat out!
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You can really tell when an area is in a green zone and less frequented. The coral is in better
condition, the fish are not as wary of you, and there are more of them!

Coral Trout
Blue Pullers, Lemon Damsels and Spiny Pullers
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Scissortail Sergeants, Spotnape Butterflyfish and Barramundi Cod in the gully
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Mix of Pullers and Damsels among the Acropora coral
Green Sea Turtle
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You could choose to snorkel in the shallows or stay a little further out where it was deeper. We did
both and practised freediving!
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Hoskyn Reef is another one of these attractions which people seldom stop at. Like Fairfax, it has two
islands: a vegetated sand cay located on the leeside of the reef flat, the other a shingle cay located
on the windward side. There is a beautiful shallow enclosed lagoon, and we saw the most amazing
colours. Like at Fairfax you have to get to the leeside of the reef for some protection.
It was a little more breezy when we came to Hoskyn Reef, so no drone images, but a nice panoramic
with the Canon camera gives a sense of the size and peaceful nature of this stunning place.

Good size waves break on the edge of the reef as you come around. Surfing these only for the brave!
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We anchored in 15 meters of water along the northwest side. We consider it as a day anchorage
only because there are scattered corals and you only have a narrow strip of sand in clear water.
There is insufficient swing room in our view for an overnight stay. However, if throwing the pick
there for just a few hours, a dinghy trip to explore the little lagoon if you get there at high tide, or a
snorkel on the outside edge of the reef at low tide is a spectacular experience.
Access above the highwater mark on the coral cays is not permitted and the surrounding waters are
in a Green Zone, so no fishing, and no taking of any kind, except for photos!
After a few hours of fun, the wind picked up, making it difficult to get back to the lagoon at Lady
Musgrave, so we kept going to the Fitzroy Lagoon instead.
Snorkeling at Hoskyn Reef was gorgeous: good colour, variety and density of coral, good selection of
fish of all sizes, including big Whip Rays, Reef Sharks, and a few turtles.
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Giant Clam among the purple Montipora Coral
Black-backed Anemonefish in its long tentacle anemone set among hard corals
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Orangefin Anemonefish
Whipray
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Clown Unicornfish
Bluespine Unicornfish
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We have used this photo in previous years and it shows where the moorings are. Just as is the case
at Lady Musgrave, you have plenty of space to anchor if one of the three public moorings are not
available, but given the weather forecast, we used one for the duration of our stay.
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What a mixed bag this reef was in weather and state of health. First we had some squally conditions
for a couple of days, which made the lagoon look quite eerie. Then as milder weather returned, we
sent the drone up. The aerial shots revealed what we feared: significant damage to the central
bommies. You can see the greyness of the bommies next to our moored boat.
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We remember the first time we came to Fitzroy Lagoon a few years ago: the most breathtaking,
varied, vibrant reef we had ever seen… We have been coming twice a year since and have witnessed
increasing degradation. Fitzroy is not what it used to be. Sadly the central bommies have suffered
some bleaching and in places algae is smothering the coral, leaving it grey, lifeless, with a depleted
fish population. We saw areas of storm damage with coral pushed over like fallen trees too and the
second image shows bleached coral from Crown of Thorn damage.
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But we kept looking, kept trying to snorkel in different areas over the several days we moored there.
It is hard to understand how within the same lagoon, and at the same depth, some areas are less
affected than others.

Orangefin Anemonefish
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The best spots surprisingly were mainly on the inside edge of the reef wall in the shallows. There at
least fish life was abundant.

Masses of Pullers and Damsels
Dusky and Threadfin Butterflyfish
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Backaxill Pullers and Lemon Damsels
Two Backaxill Pullers and a Trumpetfish
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Lattice Butterflyfish, Chameleon Parrotfish, Banded Humbugs
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Sailfin Tangs, Moorish Idol and friends
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Threadfin Butterflyfish
Blue Pullers and Dusky Butterflyfish
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Black-backed Anemonefish
Coral Rabbitfish
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You can fish and spearfish at Fitzroy Reef and Wade caught us a few tasty meals!
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From Fitzroy Reef, we sailed to Heron Reef. We have not often had the conditions to stay at Heron.
We found in the past that when you anchor off the northern side of the reef you are a long way
away from the edge and not well protected. There is also some strong current running alongside it.
But there is a public mooring in a small nook on the northeast side of the reef and for the first time
since visiting the Bunker Group, it was available. The prospect of stronger conditions probably
discouraged cruisers from remaining at the reef and we saw quite a number of boats heading for the
coast.
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Our first stop was therefore at the northeast end of the Reef, attached to a mooring. We dinghied
over to the edge at low tide. You can see the island in the distance to the west.

The state of the reef was not wonderful but there was plenty of fish patrolling the gutters.
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Yellow Trumpetfish
Beaked Coralfish
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What was particularly interesting was swimming right to the edge of the lagoon where the water
was still flowing out. It was fun experimenting with slip shots, where you try and capture a view half
under and half above the surface. The dome lens is essential for this, but it is still hard to get a
pleasing image.
Split shots are always a bit tricky because you are trying to focus on multiple planes: what is
underwater, the surface layer and what is out of the water. It requires very specific conditions:
hardly any breeze, shallow water, interesting things to focus on down below, something to look at
above… and a lot of patience. More practice needed but it is fun to try.
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Also at Heron Reef, but close to the island is the wreck of HMS Protector. It was a large flat-iron
gunboat commissioned in 1884 and served for many years until she was damaged with a tug and
abandoned in 1943. The hull was subsequently brought here and sunk for use as a breakwater and
artificial reef. Over the years it has rusted away and is falling apart. It is worth a snorkel for a
different experience though. We went there at low tide, but it would have been better at mid tide
for greater depth and water clarity. The stripey snappers congregate in the shadows next to the hull
and let you come very close.
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Sundown on Heron Island, viewed from Wistari Reef.
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And then came the biggest shock and disappointment of our time at the Bunker Group.
The once outstanding coral garden has been destroyed by a bleaching event. Instead of vibrant soft corals
and textural brain and branching corals, we saw sand and rubble. Where just last year there were vegetablelike formations of broccoli, fennels, bunches of pink and yellow flowers providing habitat and nutrients for a
multitude of fish, there was hardly anything left. This was the most shocking sight. And here we were,
wanting to share this wonder with our family! They saw a very pale image of what used to be. The discovery
made Chris cry.
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The redeeming part of our stay at Wistari was the calm conditions just before days of strong wind. We were
able to fly the drone late in the afternoon and see our surroundings in a different way.

You can see the reef edge against which Anui is moored with the shallow lagoon on the inside. At low tide,
the reef flats are exposed, very vulnerable to bleaching during long hot spells.
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Sunset was pink and mauve to soothe our broken hearts.
Even Bengie seemed to wonder what happened, feeling the air and quietly walking the deck.
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With very strong south easterly winds, well over 30
knots, it was time to head to Northwest Island. We
were not sure we would be comfortable enough to
stay the night so started early to be able to keep going
to the Keppels if needed.
But it all worked out. We picked up one of two public
moorings, the wind calmed down somewhat and we
were able to go ashore across the lagoon in the
dinghy at mid tide, for a walk right around the island.
We saw a few birds, turtle tracks and the cay had a
peaceful feel.

Family walk around the coral cay
Reef Egret in flight
Anui on the outside of the reef
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Bar-tailed Godwits, Pied Oystercatcher, White-bellied Sea Eagle
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The letdown was this sign on the mooring!

A member of the Marine Park team was taken here last year by a Tiger shark as he was swimming at the
back of the patrol boat after a day’s work on the island. Another person was cleaning fish in the lagoon and
got bitten by another type of shark. We guess the Park Authority are protecting their backside with notices
such as these. But the warning had its effect: we did not dive.
The reality is that sharks are everywhere in the ocean; you are in their territory when you go in the water;
you need to be alert and not do silly things. If you are scared you won’t enjoy the dive and we want to have
fun, not be fearful. But there is a fine line between being cautious and being paranoid though. If you want to
snorkel or dive you have to take calculated risks. The perceived danger is different for different people. It is
different between Wade and Chris, different for our guests. What goes into the assessment of risk?
The weather conditions, the light, the visibility, the water clarity, the time of day, what has happened
recently, your knowledge of species behaviour, your personal attitude and confidence. It is also affected by
what people habitually do at the site.
At Northwest Island lots of people come to camp and fish and many throw the guts and frames of their catch
in the anchorage or outside next to the moorings. And we wonder why it attracts predators! One thing is
certain: we make it worse for ourselves by being careless with what waste we discard in the water and
where. The rule should be: don’t throw your scraps overboard near anchored or moored boats or inside a
lagoon. Dispose of them underway.
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Although not part of the Capricorn & Bunker Group, but in fact the first of the Keppel Isles you come to as
you leave the reef and head back to the coast, Barren Island features in our Reef Addiction story because of
its wonderful, healthy reef. It is the most easterly island of the Keppels. Rugged, remote and wild, its name
might well refer to what is above the surface, but dive in the water and you are transported into a haven!
The coral cover there is one of the densest we have seen, reminiscent of forest floors with mosses and
carpets of leaves in their russet and green hues. It is unlike any other site we have been to.
You don’t see many fish, but there are interesting critters like the salps, those barrel-shaped gelatinous zooplankton that look like little red jelly beans, and the vibrant clam encrusted in star coral.

The coral fields of branching Acropora are so extensive around the island that you can’t anchor there. You
must use one of two mooring buoys set close to the edge of the rocky slopes. But once there, the
underwater fun begins! It is deep, down to 8 to 10 meters at low tide… a great opportunity to use our
freediving skills! And the depth is most likely what has saved this reef from the dreadful coral bleaching
suffered by other fringing reefs at the Keppels. Every inch of the sea floor is covered with soft and hard
corals. Encrusting corals spread over boulders, every little crevasse is colonised.
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From the Keppels, we limped into Mackay with engine problems and there we stayed for 10 weeks. It was
hard, frustrating, and very expensive since we decided to re-power Anui. After such a long time in the
Marina and Shipyard, we were desperate to get back into cruising and reef exploration mode. Heading for
the outer reefs was also our only option to get
away from the hundreds of yachts coming up the
coast. We had never seen that many boats
showing on Marine Traffic, an endless
procession, and that was just the ones with AIS!
We dislike crowds and the prospect of sharing
anchorages with dozens of boats had absolutely
no appeal.

Part way through our wait for our new engines
we started examining the charts and satellite
images from Google Earth and Motion X and
plotting an escape. Several sets of reefs
attracted our attention, all easily accessible given
their proximity to Mackay and the Islands of St
Bees and Scawfell. We were also able to talk to a
few locals and get their recommendations. From
here we were in new territory, so it was exciting.
We were warned that the inner line of reefs may
not be in great condition for snorkeling, but
worth exploring nevertheless and certainly good
for fishing. From there we could hop to the outer
line and enjoy both the isolation and healthy
corals.

By that stage, we had also connected with our dear friends Tam, Dee and their kids Riley and Blythe on
Oceaneer and got on well with the crew of Clair de Lune we met at the shipyard, Glen, Karen, Charlie, Tobby
and Darcy. We figured the two kids’ boats would get on well. We were all keen explorers, each with
experience and skills to contribute. So, with each boat in agreement, we decided to form a Glaring of Cats,
and cruise together.
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Our starting point was to head out to Credlin Reefs, about 28nm from Scawfell Island. The coral was
described as poor by Jack from Finesse Marine, but the reef still offering good fishing. We found it so and
with about ten days of light weather ahead of us, we decided that rather than spend time exploring the
inner reefs, we would treat Credlin as our jumping point to the outer reef to maximize our chances of good
diving.
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We chose to go to Credlin East as it provided shelter for several boats inside a quasi-lagoon on its western
side. No matter which entrance you use, there are quite a lot of bommies to negotiate so good light is
essential. The three cats, Oceaneer, Claire de Lune and Anui managed to anchor inside but we were in deep
water: 17m at high tide, with sufficient clearance all round from the larger bommies. We came into the
lagoon from the SW side, the widest entrance. We did check the northern end which looked promising but
with a bommie right in the middle of the entrance it was a bit too narrow for us to get in comfortably.

Even Bengie was on the look out! It is as if she could sense the excitement after so many weeks at the
shipyard!
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With totally calm weather, we were able to send the drone up. The aerial views were spectacular but
confirmed the quantity of bommies around and underneath us. The first image was taken at high tide. At low
tide more bommies appeared everywhere which worried all of us.
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The reef was last surveyed in February 2021. The coral cover appeared to be least damaged on the SW
flank, and on the exposed SE, with soft corals as well as hard corals of tabular and branching Acropora, but
overall coral cover and fish abundance was low. Inside the lagoon the coral cover was poor, the water clarity
low and visibility hampered by slicks of algal bloom on the surface both inside and outside the reef. But it
was still fun to get in the water.
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At close to sunset, two runabouts turned up and anchored right in between the three boats. We obviously
were not far enough offshore!
Despite the absence of much breeze, the night was quite uncomfortable as there was a lot of current
running through the anchorage. It was noisy and bouncy, and we were all a bit worried about getting our
chain wrapped around coral heads, although none of us did. The redeeming feature: we woke up to whales
frolicking right around the boats!

We lifted anchor without problem, much to our relief, but the three cats were not taken by this anchorage
and we would probably not return! The combination of depth, bommies and current made for general
unease, and this was with hardly any breeze!
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The outer barrier looks extremely promising in SE weather when you examine the line of reefs. These are a
series of lagoon-like reefs 60 nm NE from Scawfell and 85 nm from Mackay. Weather allowing, they are
amazing to explore. This was an exciting part of the trip because we moved to the healthier outer reef line
and were able to shelter inside the U-shaped reefs. They also come highly recommended by the locals.

Recent research by the Australian Institute of Marine Science has shown that hard coral cover has increased
across Northern, Central and Southern regions in the Great Barrier Reef. The good conditions over the past
year have provided a breather for the Reef, and fast growing corals have helped drive this period of
recovery. So we were hopeful we would see better coral cover and health on the Outer Reef line.
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Bugatti is a U shaped reef about 3.5 nm in length from the entrance to the bottom of the U and about 1nm
wide for the first half of the U, then narrower with broader reef walls as you go in further. It is about 20m
deep inside for the first 2nm, clear of obstruction except for one bommie in the centre at the two miles
mark, clearly showing on charts. For the last 1.5 mile the reef narrows and shallows, and there is a reef spit
that comes out nearly right across the bottom of the U, with patches of sand amongst coral bommies inside.
The bottom of the U is even shallower and the patches of sand bigger, but the spit makes it tricky though not
impossible to access these with the big boat.
The Hydrographers Passage runs alongside Bugatti and does a dog leg between Little Bugatti and Bugatti
Reefs to then run on the edge of the continental shelf. You see large ships going past. There is a light marked
in green near the entrance on the sat map below.

This reef came highly recommended by several locals, with safe protected anchoring and plentiful fishing
and we can see why. We managed to find a sandy spot in 8-10m of water a little before the spit and were
comfortably anchored. The other two boats were in small patches of sand but deeper water (about 15m).
We would have no hesitation coming back to this reef, even at night.
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This is what part of the reef looks like from the air. It is vast, the bottom is not totally clear sand but instead
has numerous low scattered coral outcrops. If your chain gets caught the largely dead coral just breaks off.
Although not ideal, it has not been an issue for us.
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We were there for three days, saw no one and enjoyed great snorkeling and fishing – bliss! We dived around
the bommies on the west and south of our anchorage. We dinghied across to the lagoon on the western side
and at the bottom of the U at the south-eastern end. The coral was colourful, healthy, with good cover and
plentiful fish of all sizes. It was a therapeutic place to explore after the weeks of shipyard captivity.
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Bengie was not all that impressed with being at the Reef…. “Where is my shipyard, the ladder to go ashore?
Oh well, I’ll have a snooze instead of a wander!”
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Little Bugatti is 7.5nm NW of Bugatti Reef from entrance to entrance with a lighthouse marked in green on
the Sat map below. The entrance is clear of bommies but not very wide (0.1nm). This reef comes highly
recommended by several locals with protected anchoring inside the U and plentiful fishing.

The entrance is tighter and the lagoon is not as deep nor as vast as Bugatti, making it a favoured spot for us.
You can choose to anchor over a small patch of sand in deep water – 15m along the eastern side or go in
shallow water on the western side – 4 to 6m – in sand and small coral heads.
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There is a stretch of clear sand along the eastern reef wall, but it is not broad enough to anchor the big boats
in. We chose the shallower option. We did not find the perfect, elusive clear sandy spot but either of us
could dive and clear the chain if needed on departure, which it was not! The other two boats stayed closer
to the entrance and towards the eastern side of the U in much deeper water. Our drone shots confirm the
workable sand patches are very few and far between. So you can hunt around for perfection or compromise!
The deeper anchored boats had a few visitors: a lemon shark, large but placid, a little reef shark, a big groper
who gobbled up a coral trout frame from our hand, a few giant trevallies and lots of golden trevallies. They
all liked to hang around in the shadow of the boats and occasionally came to the back of the sugar scoops.
We tried jumping in for a swim with them, but they were shy and kept their distance.
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We stayed at Little Bugatti for three days. The highlights were the beauty, health and variety of corals, the
crystal clear water free of sediment and floating particles. We had fun, we felt safe and enjoyed beautiful
calm weather. We snorkeled near the entrance, around bommies close to our boat, and along the outside of
the western wall at slack water. This is what 100% coral cover looks like!
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It is always a treat to discover anemonefish. We have a soft spot for them. They duck and weave, playing
hide and seek in their favourite anemones. If you are able to stay put in one spot and wait, they will venture
quite close to you, even trying to be threatening!
This one is a Blackback Anemonefish. The ones on the next page are Barrier Reef Anemonefish and the less
frequently seen Pink Anemonefish. That particular one was a tiny baby, only about an inch long; the much
larger parents were hiding in the shadow and never came out in the open.
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We went to see the lighthouse up close at high tide. It is obviously favoured by boobies as the ladders and
platforms were covered with guano complete with this heady odour!
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We even dinghied out of the lagoon to a nearby coral cay. You can see the coral patch north of the lagoon on
the satellite image. From a distance it looked like a big high sand dune, but it shrunk as we got closer to just
one or two meters high! It might look like sand from the air, but it is coral rubble… hard on the feet without
shoes!

And of course with all our fishing, we had to cook up a feast on board Oceaneer, each boat contributing their
catch (coral trout, mackerel, squid), yummy salads and wine! A real treat prepared by Tam & Dee.
We would easily return to Little Bugatti Reef and spend more time exploring. But we had to get back to the
protection of Scawfell Island as strong SE weather was forecast.

We were also scheduled back at Mackay for our first engine service, so parted company with our cruising
companions, to reconvene later, further north.
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In August, the trade winds were roaring. We used them to sail north discovering lovely areas like the Newry
Islands. We only stopped for two days at Airlie Beach in the Whitsundays, intent on exploring offshore
further north. We eventually anchored at Cape Upstart and waited there for our cruising friends to join us. It
was very windy! You can see the wave cloud over the range. We ended up waiting there for calmer
conditions to head off to the reef.
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Finally, after several days of 45 knots, a brief period of calmer conditions opened up and enabled us to start
our second Outer Reef episode with Oceaneer and Clair de Lune for company.

It is a dawn start for the next instalment of our reef hopping adventures with a full moon – what an omen!
We had trouble with our main and left Cape Upstart an hour later than our friends.
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But it did not take us long to catch up to them and pass them! Anui might be an old lady, but she is a
performer! It was a brisk sail until we came close to the reef to the point where we were wondering whether
we had made the right decision. But it calmed right down.
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30nm NE of Cape Upstart is Stanley Reef. Actually there were a few reefs in the area we had ear marked to
explore, but with a window of only two days of calm weather, we headed for the most promising one for
ease of entry and anchoring. When you travel with two other boats, you have to find large enough
anchorages to shelter the threesome.

We entered from the northern side and used the deep channel to make our way inside the reef, following
the near continuous wall and anchored at the southern end in a patch of clear sand big enough to
accommodate our three catamarans. This is one of the rare places we have come to for the first time and
not felt anxious. The passage in was clear, easy to follow, the bommies as we left it were obvious and where
we expected them based on our satellite information. We anchored in sand in 8 to 10 meters of water.
Stanley is not a reef we would come to in stronger than 15 knots as there is not a lot of protection. The reef
wall at high tide is entirely covered, with few breaking waves. At high tide, seeing waves normally indicates
the wall is very close to the surface and thus breaks the swell rolling in from the ocean.
This is a deep oval reef, there is quite a lot of current running everywhere and it is in recovery mode, having
suffered a COTS outbreak a few years back. So there is damage, the coral is not as colourful and healthy as
other reefs we have been to. Having said that, the fish life was plentiful, especially since the reef is in a green
zone.
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So good to get there with Clair de Lune and Oceaneer. We are all in and comfortable. And look at those
colours!
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The place was spectacular from the air, such amazing aqua water!
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Although not quite as spectacular down below, at least not around the bommies next to our anchorage, the
fish were abundant and large, and the reef walls near the drop offs were impressive, adorned with all kinds
of crinoids, those feather stars that come in shades of black, orange, red or green and filter the water for
nutrients. The maze of gutters at the northeast corner of the reef were the pick of our snorkeling.
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ongregation of Humphead Parrotfish
Purple coral with Christmas Tree Worms
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End of snorkel… exchanging impressions from the dinghies!
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The next day, we explored around the boats. The nearby bommies were not as good as at the entrance to
the lagoon, but still fun! We also sent the drone up again to capture aerial views of the reef. The higher you
dare to go, the better the shots are. It is a kind of abstract art.
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Before the wind was due to pick up, we all escaped out of Stanley Reef without drama after a long morning
snorkel. This would have to be one of the easiest reefs to get in and out of because of its deep access
channel.
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We parted company with Oceaneer and Clair de Lune who were keen to get to Magnetic Island. Having been
there a number of times and not keen on the huge influx of boats there, we opted to go back to Cape
Upstart. With no wind to speak of, we motored all the way back, arriving there just after dark.

We went all the way into the bay at Nobbies Inlet and stayed there the next day while the wind was blowing
hard, but in there was very protected. Good spot to tidy up the boat, do the laundry, and plot the next
escapade to the reef further north. It was even light enough to fly the drone for a panoramic shot of Anui at
Nobbies Inlet!

We stayed for a day, then as the wind calmed down, we got ready to go again.
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61nm NE of Nobbies Inlet, we rejoined the inner line of reefs offshore of Cape Upstart and Magnetic Island.
We had been to Wheeler Reef before and had good memories of it. With a stronger wind than ideal for the
reef we hoped the public mooring would be free and it was.
Wheeler Reef is a round platform reef with a tiny sand cay which appears at low tide. There is little
protection from the reef and you tend to jiggle a bit but it was comfortable enough. The mooring is on the
NW corner. This reef is in a green zone, so no taking of any kind is allowed.
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We dinghied over to one of the obvious gutters, anchoring the dinghy in sand, and jumped in for a snorkel.
We were immediately surrounded by surgeonfish cruising down the gutter. What a welcome! The reef is in
good health although there are patches of filamentous algae and turf algae, and some damage in places to
the coral, but overall we thought Wheeler was in good condition considering its proximity to the coast. Table
and branching Acropora dominated, there were interesting canyons with sandy bottoms. The visibility was
excellent.
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It was not long before we came into contact with the local Carpet Shark snoozing on the sea floor. He looked
quite big, especially when Chris came face to face with him as he later was cruising past: 2.5m… much bigger
than her. Knowing your species helps as these are quite sedate, but the sight of him on the move certainly
gives you a bit of a jolt!
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Harlequin Tuskfish are striking with their bright orange and purple stripes but always swim in deeper water.
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This Sixband Parrotfish had vibrant colours and striking maze-like patterns on his back. He was crunching on
coral and you can actually see the specs of coral floating off his open mouth in the second image. He seemed
to have some battle scars on his right side too!
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In the first image you can see some damage in the right-hand corner of the foreground and some turf algae
(the bright green patches that look like grass). But we also saw lots of healthy coral with beautiful giant
clams nestled between them.
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One of the things we do after each snorkel is to rinse the camera gear in a bucket of fresh water. It also
doubles up as a huge drinking bowl for Bengie. Don’t fall in!
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Keeper Reef is true to its name: a real keeper! We had been there before, and it did not disappoint the
second time around. We had slightly lighter conditions than the previous day, with bright sunshine which
makes everything so vibrant.
There is a public mooring there, but also some large sandy areas free of bommies to anchor in as seen from
both the satellite image and aerial photo.
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The water was crystal clear with the sun high and not many clouds. It is always amazing to take in the
brilliant colours and graduations. They may look unreal, but that is what we saw! The visibility for snorkeling
was excellent.
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Clouds of neon damsels and pullers among the Table coral
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Keeper was also where a Brown Noddy that looked a bit worse for wear joined us. He kept flying around the
boat while we were moored and eventually landed on the deck, the boom, the forebeam…. He was not
afraid of us and obviously needed a rest. We called him Speckles because of the many specks of white ‘stuff’
on his plumage. It was in fact guano!
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Speckles spent the night on Anui, even staying on the sugarscoops as we sailed to the next reef! But we
could see he was very weak.

When we reached Lodestone Reef, we feared the worst. We went for a snorkel and when we came back
Speckles had died. It was so sad, but at the same time nice that he chose Anui as his last resting place.
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Another short hop further along towards the WNW, Lodestone Reef was a new find for us. We had heard
positive comments from other cruisers and the light conditions were gentle for an overnight stop with 10 to
15 knots of breeze and sunny weather. We were so lucky to have this place to ourselves. There is a public
mooring there which we took, but there is plenty of clear sand to anchor in 8 to 10 meters of water.
This reef system is a platform reef, surrounded by coral gardens on its periphery and a labyrinth of gutters
and bommies at either extremity. Here is the satellite image and we have marked the spots for stress free
anchoring in sand.
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You can get a good overview from the aerial shots which clearly show the live coral pinnacles in brown.
Although a bit breezy, Chris managed to send the drone up quite high and far enough away from the boat to
get panoramic views of the reef system. But being somewhat larger than Keeper Reef, two panoramas were
needed to cover the whole reef! Maybe next time, we will send the drone even higher and further but it is
always nerve wracking to fly the beast over water for the duration of a single battery! 20 minutes pass fast
when you go a long way out and have to fly back into wind. Errors of judgement are not forgiving. Once the
drone runs out of juice it comes straight down. But we were fine!
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You are spoilt for choice in snorkeling locations. The water is crystal clear with great visibility, perfect for
spearfishing also.
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The dominant coral species were table and branching Acroporas. These were in very good condition.
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We only snorkeled along a small section of bommies not far from the boat, but there is a lot more to
investigate, particularly at either end of the reef where there is a maze of gutters and large bommies. Here is
a closer aerial of one of the areas we wanted to come back to. A week later we were back!

It was worth the quick dash: great fast sail there and back to Magnetic Island, new sights, a few larger
species of fish. We spotted a huge Blotched Fantail Ray, about 1m20 in diameter, a Camouflaged Grouper,
and while Chris was observing a spectacular Spine-cheek Clownfish, a couple of Whitetip Sharks were circling
at rather close quarters.
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Blotched Fantail Ray and Camouflaged Grouper
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Coral Butterflyfish and Spine-Cheek Clownfish
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Our time at Lodestone Reef happened to coincide with Bengie’s 15th birthday. After so much celebrating, she
was exhausted!

She did not even notice we had another little visitor on board! A White-capped Noddy who perched for a
couple of hours on the dinghy! He was quite tame, letting us come close and gently touch him. We love
these and are constantly amazed at how unafraid of us they are.
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John Brewer has been on our target list and that of our friends on Oceaneer for a while. Only 10 miles on
from Lodestone Reef, you can actually see the outline of the reef in the distance and the masts inside the
lagoon! John Brewer is a very large ring reef with a lagoon inside, studded with bommies.

There are multiple entrances into the lagoon on the NW flank, but navigating inside is not for the faint
hearted. There are two public moorings accessible through two different gaps in the reef wall, or you can
anchor in 10 to 12 meters of water if willing to weave your way through the many coral heads. Anui and Clair
de Lune were on a mooring. Oceanner anchored a long way in.

:
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Now there is a reason John Brewer is so popular: the museum of underwater art, which is located in 18
meters of water at the NE end of the lagoon (top left hand corner of the panoramic image). Best to do this
with scuba gear as the art installation is set quite deep, but at the very least we had a chance to practise our
freediving! The museum has been created to inspire and educate people about reef conservation. There are
sculptures, reef guardians, a greenhouse with statues of scientists studying the coral, coral garden beds, all
this with fish swimming around; it is fascinating. The site will be transformed over time into its own
ecosystem thriving with marine life.
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Having gone there now and seen the richness of the natural reef as well as the novelty of the art museum,
we have mixed feelings about the installation. It seems so incongruous to have all this man made
construction at a reef which is so vibrant on its own. What follows is what we saw: a treasure trove of
marine life.

The snorkel along the reef wall inside the lagoon and outside was sensational, with dense coral cover and an
abundance of fish. In some places it was like fish confetti coming down. There were schools of blue green
pullers, fusiliers, damsels, sergeants as well as larger fish like batfish, barracudas, Maori wrasses, all cruising
along gardens of soft and hard corals. You can see the many layers of plate corals covering the walls, soft
corals like the sarcophyton, numerous crinoids and gorgonian fans. It was astounding!
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The density, health of the reef, the mix of hard and soft coral, their colour, the abundance of fish of all sizes
were outstanding. We only saw a small section of this large reef and would easily return to explore more.
Although the wall is the pick of the diving, there is plenty to see inside the lagoon around the bommies.
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From John Brewer Reef, the Glaring of Cats returned to Magnetic Island, to shelter from another bout of
strong weather. The sail back to Magnetic was fun and fast. You can see the difference in colour: we have
gone from a brilliant aqua to dull and grey!
This is Clair de Lune underway on this page and Oceaneer on the next page. All of us are reefed down. It is
blowing and threatening to rain!
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We ended up spending another week sheltered at Magnetic Island, sharing the Horseshoe Bay popular
anchorage with over 100 boats! Unbelievable! Magnetic Island is quite a handy spot to take a breather or
wait for a weather window for the reef. The bus service to Nelly Bay allows you to provision the boat
without needing to make the expensive ferry trip to Townsville. There are many great bush walks for a bit of
exercise, you can enjoy restaurant meals or good coffees ashore and meet up with other cruisers. But
spending extended time in a crowded anchorage is not our thing, so as soon as we could escape, we did!
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We did enjoy some spectacular sunsets!
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After sitting out some very windy weather at Horseshoe Bay, as soon as the wind died down, we left. We
reached Bramble Reef on our own, armed with satellite overlays on our navigation software as this was our
first visit to this reef. Our cruising companions decided the passage was a bit rowdy for their families and
changed course to the Palm Islands, joining us a day later. As is often the case after many days of strong
wind, the ocean is agitated but within a day it calms down. We got well inside the shelter of the half-moon
shaped reef wall with surprising ease and dropped the pick in 8m of water over sand.
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Bramble is a dream to anchor in with plenty of sandy areas clear of bommies near the entrance and further
in where we went. With one of us on the roof as the lookout and the other at the wheel, we proceeded well
inside the reef carefully. The black looking patches are deep enough to go over; anything brown or light
green is just under the surface and should be avoided!

Because it was still quite windy, we did not send the drone very far nor high up. But these aerial images give
a good view of the seafloor.
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Our dives at Bramble were a little ordinary. With grey skies above for the two days of our stay, the light
underwater was poor and the reef being damaged with a lot of algae and seaweed, everything looked a
monochrome grey-brown. Lots of little fish though… It is always hard to understand how different reefs
close to one another appear to fare differently. But this reef is popular with fishermen and being so close to
Lucinda, it is used and abused!
The silver lining was the quantity of (real) giant clams, the Tridacna giga. These behemoths are the largest
living bi-valves and are the most endangered species of clams. Yet they seem to thrive at Bramble.
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Trunk is a large reef just next to Bramble, but further offshore. We identified several possible areas for
anchoring in, all on sand. We ended up anchoring just inside the southwest entrance.

We initially got there by ourselves and later our friends joined us. The conditions were super calm, perfect
for flying the drone and getting some good aerial shots.
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The reef behind the boats looks quite drab from the air and unfortunately our snorkels along its edge and
inside the lagoon confirmed the state of health was poor. However, as is often the case, if you go to the
exposed side of the reef, the conditions are better. The three boat crews were intent on searching for some
decent snorkeling grounds and we did find them! It just meant a long dinghy ride.
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You can just see the boats anchored in the distance behind us. The clarity of the water was amazing and we
felt like we were in an hovercraft high up in the air as we crossed the shallows in the dinghy.
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Gorgonian Fan & Crinoids
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Giant Clam with a colony of Tunicates on its shell
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Back from the snorkel. It is all quiet. It is always special to share an anchorage with our friends on Oceaneer,
especially in these glassout conditions. The next day, as the wind picked up we parted company again…
Oceaneer went to top of Hinchinbrook, we kept going to Walker Reef.
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Just a few miles north of Trunk is Walker Reef. We had been there before. We found the reef deserted as the
wind had picked up but knowing this was a very protected anchorage in a vast sandy area that can
accommodate many boats, we felt quite safe and enjoyed the solitude… and the magnificent colours!

We had reported a Crown of Thorn Starfish infestation last year at Walker Reef so did not expect the coral to
be in very good nick. It can take up to 10 years for a reef to recover from an outbreak.
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We snorkeled at different spots: first the large bommie to the right of the boat, which was damaged but was
home to a few stunning Eastern Clownfish in their anemones. The second snorkel was around the bommies
at the entrance of the anchorage, and finally we went in the little inlet on the outside edge of the reef where
we were delighted to find nudibranchs. This reef is in recovery mode: lots of soft corals on the left-hand side
in particular. But if the corals were a little ordinary, the fish life was good!
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Soft Corals and Gorgonian Fan
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Yellow Nudibranch
Varicose Phyllidia Nudibranch
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Otter is made up of what can best be described as patches of reefs in a dotted line about 12 nm long. There
is not a well-defined reef wall. We had not been there before. We targetted one of the patches with a large
expanse of clear sand near a tiny cay for stress free anchoring. The cay is more akin to a sand bank and only
gets uncovered at low tide. You could also easily anchor in front of the more central patches.
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While the breeze was light we sent the drone up for an overview. You can see how compact our little patch
is, how clear the ocean floor is right till you get to the reef platform and where best to go for a snorkel. We
find the drone very handy to survey our surroundings. Most of the time we realise we could have got closer
in! And of course we get some spectacular images too!
We were welcome at Otter by a juvenile Booby. He took residence on the prodder pole and stayed aboard
the whole day and the whole night. We kept thinking about the Brown Noddy who died, and hoped we were
not going to get a repeat event. But this booby was just needing a place to rest and preen himself. He was
around the next morning, having slept on the starboard topside. We called him Poopy, you can guess why!
What a mess he left us!

Although the reef is showing storm damage, Otter was interesting to snorkel at with a varied mix of soft and
hard corals, a network of gutters where fish patrolled and plenty of marine critters to look at. We could see
signs of both cyclone effects and recovery.
We would easily come back here and also try different patches.
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Sarcophytons, Steephead Parrotfish, Blackaxill Pullers
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Platygyra, Montastrea possibly, and soft coral
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The spearing was rather good too! This is Wade swimming back to the dinghy with his catch.
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We could not resist going out again from Magnetic Island during a brief break in the weather before another
blow! We initially aimed for Beaver Reef where we had been to before, but we were struggling into wind.
Not wanting to motor, we adjusted our course to a new to us spot: Eddy Reef, a little further NW. The
satellite map overlay guided our arrival and we anchored easily over clear sand. Eddy looks wonderful from
the air: an easy patch of sand to access, clear of bommies, a lagoon, no one else around, what more could
we want?

Well, it was a big disappointment under the surface. This reef has been smashed by storms. No matter
where we snorkeled, whether among the bommies on the right, the back or inside the lagoon, there was
rubble and the seafloor had a lunar like appearance. The redeeming feature was the presence of giant clams.
They stood like behemoths on a seafloor of rubble and algae. The only bit of colour came from the numerous
sea stars.
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The weather was really threatening later in the afternoon. But we still stayed the night.
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The next morning, with stronger winds forecast for the next few days, we left and took shelter at Mourilyan
Harbour, a very protected spot if shallow and a little boring. There is not much to do there and definitely no
swimming for fear of crocs and bull sharks! Spectacular sunsets though!

The Port of Mourilyan is a natural harbour on the mouth of the Moresby River and exports raw sugar and
molasses from the Innisfail, Tully and Atherton Tablelands sugar growing districts. It comprises onshore
sugar and molasses handling and storage facilities and a single sugar loader and associated wharf. The
entrance and turning circle is deep to allow ships to come in and maneuver but yachts can’t anchor there.
The rest of the harbour is extremely shallow with numerous sand flats crisscrossed by small shallow
channels. Many boats, including Take It Easy and Anui have misjudged the depth and nudged the sandbanks!

We stayed there for a couple of nights, then left again for Russell Island, part of the Frankland Group.
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Just 10 miles off the coast halfway between Innisfail and Fitzroy Island is the Frankland Group of Islands.
There are public moorings on the Western side of Russell and Normanby Islands, but they are exposed and
subject to some current. If the moorings are taken, you can anchor but the holding is fair only at Russell, a
little safer at Normanby.
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Chris had visions of a spectacular aerial shot above the islands, but it was just too windy to risk it. So no high
altitude drone images for this scenic spot. There is always next time!
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We had a couple of very boisterous days and nights at Russell Island, waiting for the wind to ease. We were
on a public mooring there, so it was safe, just not very comfortable! We managed one trip ashore and were
lucky to find a Nautilus shell on the beach.
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Seldom visited Scott Reef was where we escaped to after the strong winds. We had a great sail, used our
satellite images to guide our first-time entrance into the Reef, and as hoped made our way to a large sandy
patch big enough to accommodate a couple of boats at the northern end of the reef. We had hoped our
cruising friends would join us, but they did not, choosing instead to sail to Fitzroy Island. We spent a day and
a night there in great comfort in this protected anchorage.
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The reef is in a green zone and recovering from storm damage. There is an abundance of soft corals as well
as a few massive brain corals. Coral cover along the edge inside the lagoon in front of the boat was sparse,
but we went out on the outside edge where coral density was much better and fish life abundant.
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Sarciophyton and finger corals
Mix of hard and soft corals, including the Lobophyllia (pink) and the encrusting Galaxea (brown)
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Sarcophyton Sarcophyton and Platygyra coral – Soft and hard corals together
Blackazill Pullers and Fiveline Snappers in the Acroporal
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We had been to Sudbury and visited its cay in previous years, so were keen to explore other parts of this
large reef. The public moorings near the cay were in any case taken, so we rounded the top of Sudbury and
aimed for the eastern side of the reef. We dropped the pick in a lovely patch of clear sand in 8m of water
and let ourselves hang back in deeper water. You can see the cay in the distance just above the boat in the
first image.

Our view to the southwest was breathtaking. We later snorkelled among the bommies you see in front of
the boat. Cover was patchy and visibility underwater not ideal, but we still had fun anchored at a new site.
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Our favourite crinoids – A deep red
A school of Orange Spot Surgeonfish
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The sail from Cairns to Opal Reef was interesting with all three boats assembling together for another reef
adventure. As you reach the outer reefs and cut across the Trinity Passage which leads to the outside of the
Reef and the edge of the Continental Shelf, you get ocean swell rolling in. There is nothing between you and
the Solomon Islands!

The gap between reefs from then on narrows, and the water rushes in between the platforms so if you want
to go in or out you need to time your passage with the tide.
We left Cairns after Oceaneer and about the same time as Clair de Lune. As usual we got to our agreed
anchorage well ahead of the others. Anui is a light and feisty boat and we had fun on the sail up.
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Opal Reef is true to its name: a glorious mix of deep blue, aqua, amber, just like the beautiful Australian opal.
A new destination for us, it was a lovely anchorage in sand, with just a few obvious bommies to negotiate to
come in. We arrived there by ourselves, later joined by Oceaneer and Clair de Lune. There is ample space for
everyone and in fact much later at dusk, a number of game fishing boats came to anchor for the night after a
day’s fishing offshore.
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It is always fun when the three boats get together. We go snorkeling together, we share a meal, we
exchange impressions.
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The underwater life at Opal was very good. We tried different spots: the southern nook, which was deep and
rich in Gorgonian Fans, Crinoids, and frequented by lots of bigger fish. We also explored the isolated
bommies where the coral cover was striking, we even tried the edge in front of the boats. You can see why
this reef is popular with dive boats.
And the good thing about being at established dive sites is that you are able to tie the dinghies to the
mooring buoy which was vacant, apart from the Bridled Tern.
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Gorgonian Fans
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Gorgonian fans
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Crinoid
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Steephead Parrotfish and Sarcophyton soft corals
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Crinoid, Sarcophyton with red crinoid in its midst
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We had targetted a shallow area at the very top of St Crispin on the satellite images, but when we got there
the current was too strong and we aimed for a large sandy area further down, with great results. St Crispin
rates as one of our favourite anchorages. It was a stress-free spot with plenty of room to accommodate
several boats, although there were just two others only, a long way from us and our cruising friends opted to
go to Agincourt.
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Some anchorages are just gorgeous and leave you with a feeling of calm and peace. This was very much the
case for St Crispin. There is plenty to explore along the edge and the deeper coral bommies for a snorkel. We
initially dinghied to the top northern end of the reef, which is recovering well. There are lots of gutters with
abundant fishlife. The coral has been damaged by storms and heat but there are some areas with vigorous
growth and surprisingly some slow growing corals like the porites are doing well.

The best snorkeling was around isolated bommies, but with strong current, you want to get there at slack
water and attach the dinghy to one of the dive moorings nearby. There were lots of fish in schools along the
gutters, the odd Whitetip Shark, lots of different Butterflyfish, the elegant Moorish Idols, and even a little
Remora intent on attaching itself to Chris’s leg!

There is a lot more to explore and next time we will stay longer at this idyllic anchorage.
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Moorish Idols
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Whitetip Shark, Moorish Idols and Surgeonfish
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Teardrop Butterflyfish among a variety of corals, Small Remora
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The Agincourt network of reefs are the furthest north we visited, at latitude 150S. This site is an absolute
highlight, probably the pinnacle of our reef explorations. What makes it so? Being there with our cruising
friends on Oceaneer and Clair de Lune, in crystal clear water, right on the outer edge of the Great Barrier
Reef, snorkeling and diving with a staggering amount of marine life. Agincourt Ribbon Reefs are brimming
with life. The upwelling of clear, deep ocean waters brings cooler, cleaner and nutrient rich currents which
favour vigorous coral growth and an abundance of fish.
This is one of the prime diving sites along the Great Barrier Reef. On the ocean side of the Agincourt Ribbons,
we are on the edge of the Continental Shelf. The depth drops down to 500m within a nautical mile of the
reef edge. Go another four miles and you are in 1000m deep water. Some drop off!
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We anchored at Agincourt No 4 Reef, reuniting with the Glaring of Cats for the last time in a while! We had
decided it was time for Anui to turn around, with commitments in Cairns later that week, while our friends
would continue to Lizard Island.

The seafloor for this anchorage reminded us of the Bugatti Reefs: dark marbling on the sandy seafloor from
the scattered low rubbly coral. It can snag your anchor chain but breaks off easily. We were in about 12m of
water.
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As usual, we tried different sites for snorkeling: bommies on the Western side of our anchorage, which were
healthy but if you were there at any stage other than slack water, the current was very strong and the water
choppy. The very best we saw was at The Point, at the southeastern end of the Agincourt No4 Reef. This is
an established dive site with a mooring buoy which we tied the dinghies to.
At Agincourt, the coral was good but what really got our heart pumping was the fish! It was all about the
fish, huge schools of them patrolling the edge. And they were not little damsels and pullers… They were big
fish, some well over a meter long, in huge quantities.

Stubnose Darts and Sweetlips
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Magic circle forming, and Bigeye Trevallies
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Being in the midst of the huge schools was astounding. They would come at you, on a mission to get
somewhere, would part around you to avoid you, and rejoin behind you. And on and on it went, one specie
after another, a veritable highway of fish.

There were smaller groups of very colourful species also. There were yellow Rabbitfish, always in pairs (they
are together for life), all sorts of parrotfish, angelfish and many more.
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Bicolor Parrotfish, Steephead Parrotfish
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Oblique banded Sweetlip, Sixband Angelfish
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Fairy Basslets in the Sea Fan
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Agincourt will stay in our memory as a superior dive site. But the absolute cherry on the reef cake was
returning to our dinghy where a Humphead Maori Wrasse greeted us. It was large, colourful and very
friendly. As Wade said, it was as big as a Labrador and behaved like one. It was a male. He came to us,
rubbing his body against our legs, asking for pats, checking us out with his chameleon-like eyes looking in
different directions! We stroke his back and sides gently, we scratched his hump, which he was particularly
partial to. It was an unbelievable experience. It is evident that this Maori Wrasse had become accustomed to
divers and the diver master would have been feeding him titbits on occasions.

This male had the most beautiful markings on his face and body with intricate patterns. We were so
fortunate to spend time playing with him, observing him at close quarter, and being be-friended by this
animal. An unforgettable moment.
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A great way to end this section of our explorations!
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The Itinerary South:

Cairns to the Whitsundays
-

Fitzroy Island
Milln Reef
Maori Reef *
Beaver Reef
Walker Reef
Fore and Aft Reef *
Big and Little Broadhurst Reefs **
Faith Reef *
Fairy Reef *

Offshore of the Whitsundays
-

Little Black Reef
Block Reef

Capricorn & Bunker Group
-

Lady Musgrave
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y mid-October it was time to turn back. Why? The build up to the wet season had well and truly
started. The heat was oppressive and quite uncomfortable. The winds had turned with the start of
the northerlies upon us, although ever so light. Despite being insured wherever the boat is during
cyclone season, albeit with a huge excess if cyclone damage struck, we did not want to experience a cyclone
so needed to get out of the danger zone. Being that far north, it would take time to reach the southern part
of Queensland. We were not comfortable leaving our departure south till November or December.
With a bout of northerlies forecast, we left Cairns on 8 October after reprovisioning, refueling, taking care of
various medical matters. It felt a little sad, but at the same time a relief as the heat and humidity were
becoming very hard on our poor bodies and it would only get worse!
Our intentions were to get to SE Queensland by the end of the year, then re- assess what we would do next
depending on the COVID and state borders situation. But there was no rush, and we wanted to enjoy
ourselves along the way.
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We also did not want the Reef Hopping to be over quite yet! As it turns out we had the dream run from
Cairns to the Whitsundays, entirely on the reef. The only downside was that there was so little breeze we
had to motor most of the way.
The tides worked really well for us. We got into a routine, leaving our anchorage each morning at 6.00am at
high tide, following our track out. We would then motor for a few hours to our next stop, between 30 and
50nm away, arriving there at low or close to low tide by lunch time, with maximum visibility, the sun high in
the sky, every shallow coral bommie exposed. Once anchored, it was time for a drone flight to survey our
surroundings, followed by a long snorkel. Where marine zoning allowed, Wade would spear, while Chris
wood take underwater photos. Late afternoon it was time to deal with the fish and develop the
photographs, and finally we would plot our next hop. It all worked like a dream.
The challenge when you go south along the reefs is finding sheltered anchorages. Most reefs have their SE
flank exposed to the prevailing trade winds and are protected on the NW side, unless you can find a lagoon,
an inlet or a nook.
Our process was to study the satellite maps, looking for adequately spaced shelters along the way between
Cairns and the Whitsunday Islands. We managed to find these. Some offered plenty of space with easy
access over large sandy patches, others were tight and only suitable in calm conditions. Most were very
scenic.
There are still many reefs we have not been to and would like to visit, but in this region it will be for another
season.
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After leaving Cairns in
SE conditions, but with
a northerly forecast a
few days later, we
chose to wait for three
days at Fitzroy Island.
We were lucky to pick
up a public mooring but
would have been happy
to anchor there.
It was also lovely to
meet up with Graham
on Asteroid and share a
meal on Anui. We have
known him for a while
and he has followed our
adventures for many
years.

Snorkeling at Fitzroy Island after the outer reef was never going to be fantastic, but it was so hot we could
not resist getting into the water. We found the water was turbid and visibility poor but had a couple of nice
surprises. We went on the NE side of the island first. We did not feel comfortable in the murky water, and
did not last long on that side, but found there were fields of lovely leafy Montepora corals even some white
cowries among soft coral with their black mantle partly covering their shell. We dinghied back to the main
snorkeling area. Again, some coral was present. The brain corals were interesting with their many
convolutions. It is always worthwhile looking for something different wherever we happen to snorkel.
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Montipora & Cowry Shellls

Symphyllia Domes with their many convolutions
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Well, we did not exactly go south when we left Fitzroy Island. Having said we would raise the sails and point
wherever we could, the only clear run was to Milln Reef, on the outer Reef, NNE from the island! But having
been to Milln several times before, we knew it would be worth the detour! It is a small reef on the very
outer line, with the continental shelf on the other side, so you are assured of clear water, plenty of nutrient,
lots of big fish and the corals have a fighting chance to recover from heat stress.

We snorkelled in the area to the right of the boat among the bommies and gutters. The reef was showing
strong coral regrowth after storm damage and heat stress. We had great fun in particular with several
Bumphead Parrotfish which were not afraid of us and let us come close as they were crunching on coral. One
had a battle scar on its flank.
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Ringtail Surgeonfish school and Oblique-bqnded Sweetlip
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Some reef anchorages offer everything you wish for: a sandy bottom clear of bommies, protected in the
right conditions for a good night sleep, and access to lovely snorkeling grounds. Well, Maori ticked all but the
last box!

We had never been there before but found the entry into the anchorage easy, the depth of 8 meters in clear
water ideal, but when it came to snorkeling it was poor. Sometimes that’s the way it goes!
Our drone image shows there is not a well-defined reef wall at Maori, but rather patches of reef. This is what
we found down below: destroyed coral covered in algae. It was a short snorkel!
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As we said earlier, one of the challenges when you are going south is finding reef anchorages protected from
the northerlies, particularly if these are forecast to reach 15 to 20 knots as was the case that day. But never
fear, we did find a possie.

Instead of anchoring to the north of the cay, we went behind it and were fine in there on our lonesome.
Later that day a dive boat and another cat tried to muscle in but it was just too tight and they moved on
fortunately.
As is our habit, we went for a snorkel, hopeful that this reef being in a green zone, the coral and fish life
would be good. It was not: poor visibility, very damaged coral from heat stress, although in recovery mode.
One good find: a tiger cowry, but you can see the state of the reef around it! It was disappointing because
we did remember this as a nice spot and cruising friends who stopped there this year on the way north
commented it was in reasonably good nick. Maybe we have been spoilt with our dives on the Outer Reef and
have become a bit picky… or discerning!
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Crinoid and Fiveline Snappers
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On the return dinghy trip, we stopped at the coral cay, which was covered with little terns.
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For our next stop, we returned to Walker Reef. The sandy area at this reef is so vast you can anchor there in
just about any wind direction. And we were by ourselves again! We really like Walker, it feels safe, worry
free and if you go on the outside of the reef wall you will get a decent snorkel. The bommies in the little inlet
on the left of the image and the reef wall are worthwhile.
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Slingjaw Wrasse, two rabbitfish together for life
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Blue Tang, Cloud of Pullers
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After about an hour and a bit of fossicking around, Chris was busy observing an intriguing piece of coral,
when she caught a glimpse of something big next to her and turned around. It was a Whitetip Shark, very
close, in fact so close it did not fit in the frame of the first photo! Oops, cut his tail off! After widening the
angle, she clicked a few more times as he was circling! He was bigger than her… about 2m. The shark did two
full 360s around her, she stood upright, keeping her eyes focused on him. As he was initiating his third turn,
she gargled a loud “boo” underwater which startled him. He turned tail and swam away… curious but shy.
Best photo opportunity yet!
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Back to the dinghy after that little encounter, but not before having fun underneath!
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Fore and Aft will stay in our memory as a fantastic find. It was very tight in there in “the Nook” on the
southern side of the reef. Normally you anchor at Fore and Aft on the NW side along a beach-like strip of
sand that runs all the way along this long narrow reef. But not wanting to be stern to the reef in a northerly
breeze, we searched the satellite images and spotted a little inlet on the southern side, measured the radius
for anchoring and thought we’d give this a go.
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It was tight and a little deeper than we would have liked, so we were not sure whether we were being
pioneers or foolish! With a totally calm night forecast, it turned out very well. There is space for just one
vessel, which suited us fine, and you can then snorkel off the boat! This anchorage stands out as one of the
highlights of our trip.

This is a close up of the Nook. We roamed around the bommies and particularly enjoyed the one with the
breaks through the platform. Being on the exposed side of the reef has its advantages: you are in the best
spot for snorkeling. The coral is healthy.
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Broadhurst is one example of not liking what you see when you get there and having to fall back on Plan B.
Armed with good satellite images, we thought we had identified a possible anchorage protected from the
northerlies at the very northern end of Big Broadhurst Reef. However when we got there, we found it was
much too deep for the anchoring space available – 18m at low tide and too tight to put out enough chain. So
we turned tail and instead went to Little Broadhurst which had an inlet with a patch of sand. But as we got
closer, we could see masts in there. Bugger!

Three boats were there, one of which was catamaran Waterfront which we knew. The small inlet was
extremely tight for four boats and the anchorage uncomfortable, being open to the west with a NW blowing
during the afternoon and evening.
By the time we had messed about finding an anchorage at both reefs, it was mid-afternoon and we did not
feel like going for a snorkel. It was also too windy to fly the drone. We caught up with Marty and Brenda
instead to find out they were travelling with the two monohulls as the lead boat. They were leaving the next
day for Stanley Reef. We decided we would not stay at Little Broadhurst and would move on the next day
too. Maybe it would have been different if we had been there by ourselves with plenty of swinging room but
in this instance, we could not get out of there soon enough!
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We had a rock and rolly night there but the next morning, all was calm, so we sent the drone up before
leaving. You can see how close we all were… nightmare!
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Faith Reef was another special find on the way south. This probably rates as one of our favourites this
season. Arriving at Faith Reef at low tide is a sight to behold. It is a pretty anchorage with the quintessential
mix of aqua, sapphire and deep ultramarine of the water contrasting with the amber and ochre of the reef
platform and pinnacles. Our blue anchoring hole was just big enough for one boat. It was stunning. We felt
cocooned by the reef, surrounded by beauty. And we had near glass out conditions.
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We snorkeled straight off the boat, which is always magic. Unfortunately, this reef has been smashed by
storm and a crown of thorn starfish infestation. There are still a few culprits around.

Crown of Thorn Starfish and dead seafloor
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And yet there are some lovely sights to be found and an abundance of fish. We investigated inside first,
around the nearby bommies, then moved to the outside of the reef to the right of us in the panoramic
image. Orange dominated on one bommie!

Cup Coral Spine-Cheek Clownfish
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Spotted Sweetlips, Soft and hard corall
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Lemon Damsel in the purple Acropora
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It is always a treat not to have to put the dinghy in the water when going for a snorkel. After well over an
hour in the water, we finned back to our home.
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We had Fairey Reef on our target list on the way north but never got the calm enough weather to venture
there. However we did on the way south in light northerly conditions.
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Fairey Reef is a large lagoonal reef with a tight entrance which is subject to strong currents. We went right
inside, having identified a shallow sandy area to anchor in on the satellite images. This reef has a very
different feel to Faith. It is the darkness of the reef platforms and the vastness of the lagoon that you notice
most. Once you have negotiated the current and the bommies at the entrance, the way inside the lagoon is
straight forward as you stick to the inside edge of the reef. This was a very comfortable anchorage, even
when the wind picked up, and it would work in just about all wind directions.
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The reef has suffered storm damage and heat stress. It is in recovery. Even from the air, the reef flats looked
dull, dark and nearly austere. It was quite an odd-looking reef platform on our starboard side with two
enclosed lagoons.

Although the corals were drab and there was a lot of rubble on the seafloor, fish life was abundant. We
snorkeled on the edge of the reef not far from the boat, but it was hard work, with quite a lot of current. If
you did not hang on to a bit of dead coral, you would drift off rapidly which was a challenge for underwater
photography!
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As soon as we got in the water, our first fish was a Maori Wrasse! There were quite a few big fish as well as
the usual clouds of pullers among the Acropora coral. We saw lots of sweetlips, and beautiful butterflyfish
such as the Racoon Butterflyfish and two types of angelfish, the Six-band and the Blue.

Maori Wrasse and pullers in the Acropora
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Racoon Butterflyfish and Wrasse
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Spotted Sweetlip
Sixband Butterflyfish
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Angelfish are always a favourite but elusive fish to photograph. They are quite striking but very weary of
divers and keep darting in and out of hidey holes. We typically see the Sixband Angelfish, but on rare
occasions we also come across the Blue Angelfish.
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It is always special when you manage a shot of such a beautiful Blue Angel looking straight at you. For a
fleeting moment you make a connection.
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We caught our breath in the Whitsundays for a few days and held it too as there were massive
thunderstorms. But then the reef sirens seduced us again and we had to go! We watched the weather both
inshore and offshore and decided we would go back offshore – lighter NE breeze, sunny, no storms. We
played it relatively safe by heading first to Little Black Reef, a gorgeous, protected lagoon we have been to
several times in previous years.

We were anchored in our favourite spot in 8m of water over sand. There is something indescribable about
the feeling of being anchored in a shallow turquoise lagoon in the middle of the ocean. And it is especially so
when most other cruisers think it is too windy and give it a miss. At 10-15 knots, it was just fine! Maybe most
cruisers had headed further south already. We could not help but reminisce about our last year’s ten days at
Little Black with cruising friends on Bossa Nova and Aqualibrium. Later during the weekend a few luxury
super yachts came, but stayed anchored in the deep channels outside Little Black. Anui was the only boat
inside the lagoon.
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Wade liked the photo below but wondered whether our chain would get wrapped around the only bommie
in front of us. It did not! Our skipper is a worrier!

We initially snorkeled at the spot in the panoramic photo to the left of the boat, but the coral was in a poor
state, there was quite a bit of current and the visibility was not great. With spring tides and just past full
moon, there was a large tidal range which may well explain the current and lack of clarity of the water.
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Plagytyra, the first one with Tunicates
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The next day we targetted the edge of Block Reef, across the deep blue channel at the top of the photo
below. In previous years we have had great success snorkeling there, with healthy coral, lots of fish and clear
water.

We were somewhat disappointed this time. We got there at slack water, with good clarity and lots of big
fish, but the coral was very damaged. As soon as the tide turned, the current made it hard to swim and the
water clarity decreased. It was difficult to take sharp photographs. We persevered. Wade speared a large
coral trout and Chris spotted a new nudibranch which was a treat. We are always on the lookout for them,
but they are hard to find.
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Another younger Maori Wrasse, Spotted Sweetlips
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Black Back Anemonefish, Yellow Damsels among the coral
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The next day, being a little bored on our lonesome with very average snorkeling conditions and with several
more days of burning heat and light northerlies, we put our explorers’ hat on and went on a reconnaissance
trip to an isolated lagoon in the Block Reef system (just above the Block Reef name on the satellite map). We
could either take the channel that runs between Block and Circular Quay Reef, a 16nm trip there or dinghy
across the top of the reef platform at high tide, a 5 nm trip. With stormy skies and the risk of thunderstorms,
we did not want to move the big boat from its roomy and safe anchorage. So we took the shortcut with the
dinghy. Speedy Gonzales is very good for this sort of exercise, although in the back of our mind we thought
we would be in big trouble if the engine stopped! We had our Garmin sounder and radios, but still – not
much good when there is no one else around!

We had identified a spot inside a lagoon which we hoped would not be too deep for Anui and provide
reasonable protection. Every time we look at our sat maps overlayed on our navigation system, we thank
our friend Tam for making our reef explorations so much easier! However as we went further and further
north, the protection of the reef disappeared and the ocean swell got bigger, even in nil wind. When we
reached the lagoon, the swell was wrapping around the reef and into the shallow inlet. We concluded that if
it was like this in nil wind, it would be untenable in 10 to 15 knots! We were ready for a snorkel, but that was
not worth it either: rubble and weed! Just as well we did not go to the trouble of moving Anui! As we often
say, you never know until you try. We snorkelled on the way back at slack water along the channel that runs
between Block and Little Black.
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We did see several Maori Wrasses including a large Humphead Maori Wrasse. Chris stayed with him for a
while, and he progressively came closer, but never as friendly as the one at Agincourt!
He had beautiful markings on his head and body.
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And then there were the exquisite patterns of the Oulophyllia and the meanders of the Epaulette Shark
which was well camouflaged as it moved along the bottom among the coral.
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As the tide turned, the current started again and made it very hard to safely get below the Gorgonian Fans
anchored in cracks in the reef for “the shot” looking through the lace toward the light without getting
smashed against the reef wall. We had to be satisfied with a side view into the darkness instead! These lacy
beauties are always worth the effort though.
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After three days at Little Black Reef, we felt it was time to move. Seeing Block Reef so damaged when it was
so vibrant just last year, really reinforced the extent of the coral bleaching the Great Barrier Reef has
suffered last summer. It is unquestionable that the GBR is under attack by climate change: ocean
acidification, warming temperatures, more frequent and fierce storms. We have seen so much evidence of
violent storms which have smashed corals, like this one, uprooted and bleached.

Yes, the colourful fish like this Harlequin Tuskfish are still there but look at the state of the seafloor
underneath!
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We shortened our stay on the inner rim of the reef as we felt somewhat deflated by what we had seen and
realised that the entire network of inner reefs were showing the same signs of heat stress. To encounter
anything different we would need to go back out to the outer reef where corals are in better condition. With
only a week before needing to be in Mackay, we left further reef exploration till after our new engine
controls were installed – the reason we were going to the marina.
We island hopped through the Southern Whitsundays: Lindeman, Brampton and Keswick. The best was
finding Keswick and neighbouring St Bee free of any yacht.
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Bengie was delighted to be able to go ashore for a beach walk! Poor little pussycat did not get much of a
chance while we were reef hopping! There were lots of happy little meows as she trotted in the sand.
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Just when we thought the Reef Hopping was over, we had the opportunity to spend a few days at Lady
Musgrave, on our way back south! The conditions were not ideal with overcast skies, wind and
thunderstorms forecast along the coast, so we took a chance, doing a long 31 hour passage from Mackay
directly to the Southern Reef.
It was well worth it with calm, comfortable conditions in the lagoon, proving our theory that when trying to
avoid thunderstorms, being offshore is often safer and calmer than on the coast. It was also social as we
caught up with a couple of cruising friends who had a similar plan!
Lady Musgrave is a hive of activity at this time of year: turtles mating and egg laying, birds nesting…
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We snorkeled in a couple of spots but by far the best was along the northern end of the lagoon at mid tide
when we were lucky to experience what looked like mass coral spawning, a once a year event that marine
biologists often describe as a snow storm underwater. It really was! The spawn attracted a huge amount of
fish and turtles, all feeding on the stuff drifting around. Everywhere you looked, something interesting was
going on even if it was a bit icky at times! It was a fantastic way to end our reef hopping season for 2021.
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Goldline Rabbitfish
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Meanwhile, our gorgeous ship cat who is not keen on getting into the water always finds a comfy spot to
wait for us. With age, just like all of us, she is less sprightly, more careful with her step, but seems quite
content.
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fter spending so much time on the Great Barrier Reef, not just this year but over the past 4 or 5, we
now reflect on what we have experienced and the changes we have observed in the state of its
health. On 5 November 2011, we published a post entitled A Matter of Life and Death on our
website and shared it on the Facebook Group Cruising Queensland, which attracted much commentary.

All but one comment concurred with what we have described. The one person who was not convinced
interestingly forwarded a link to a commentary by Dr Peter Ridd, an Australian physicist and controversial
academic who claims the coral cover has risen to a record high in the last 10 years based on Manta Tows
conducted by the Australian Institute of Marine Science.
What we have seen not just in the past season but over the past years is an undeniable decline and we stand
by our article and photographs.

It is easy to turn the camera away from damage and focus on the beautiful sights you still can discover. But
this presents a very filtered view of the Reef and gives a false sense of what it is really like. As a
photographer you have a choice: ignore the deterioration or use your camera to present the reality, to show
what is at stake and in so doing elicit concerns and emotions among viewers that may affect their behaviour.
Conservation photography showcases both the beauty of our Great Barrier Reef and its vanishing spirit, and
it represents the ”pictorial voice” of the Reef. Although traditional nature photography is nice, presenting
images and telling the real story that inspire and move people to change behaviours and take action is what
Chris feels compelled to do.

The post is reproduced here in the following pages.
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A Matter of Life and Death

Today we want to talk to you about a matter of life and death: the state of health of the Great Barrier Reef.
Recently we have been a little uneasy with some comments from followers that the Reef looks in pretty
good nick. In an attempt to focus on the riches of the Reef and highlight what is at stake, we have shown and
written about more of the positives than the negatives. We worry that based on some of our posts you
might think the Reef is just fine. This is not the case. After spending several months at the Great Barrier Reef
this year, and on our fourth year of reef exploration, it is time to reflect on what we have seen – warts and
all – as you know us for.
So how do we really see the state of the Reef? B L E A K
Overall, we have noticed a marked deterioration. We see less colour in the corals, less density, more algae,
less fish variety and quantity. We have also witnessed extremes in reef health: significant destruction along
the inner and fringing reefs, vigorous growth on the outer reefs. Of course with any coral destruction you
also lose habitat and food source for the fish populations that dwell in those reefs.
Four elements are damaging to the reef:
1. Increased ocean temperature creating bleaching or heat stress.
2. Coastal runoff which increases turbidity, adds nitrogen in the water, both resulting in algal growth
that suffocates the coral.
3. Increasingly violent and frequent storms that uproot corals and smash reef platforms.
4. Crown of Thorn Starfish infestations that devour corals.
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Big differences between fringing, inner and outer reefs
We have observed a significant difference between the inner and outer reefs. The satellite image below
shows a section of the Great Barrier Reef. Within the dark blue stretch you can see two distinct lines of reefs
which run along its entire length, an inner line, closest to the coast, and an outer line, furthest offshore on
the edge of the Continental Shelf. There is also a string of continental islands between the mainland and the
reef.

Example of a section – Fringing, Inner and Outer Reefs

Fringing and Inner Reefs
The fringing reefs edging the continental islands located 8 to 10nm off the coast are in the worst state. This
includes areas like the Keppels, the Whitsundays, the islands off Townsville and Cairns. The water is turbid
with increased sediment, pollutants and contaminants. You dangle your feet at the back of your boat and
they disappear into a milky opaque water with poor visibility. With little light penetrating under the surface,
hardly any coral is left and there is low fish population.
The whole line of reefs running about 30nm from the Queensland coast is also very damaged. Here is what
many of the inner reefs look like:
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Typical sea floor of the inner reefs: algae and rubble at Bramble Reef

A lunar seascape at Eddy Reef
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When corals are stressed by changes in conditions such as temperature, light, or nutrients, they expel the
symbiotic algae living in their tissues, causing them to turn completely white. We have not seen the totally
bleached white coral expanses that are often shown on TV. We have seen patches of this, but typically what
follows after bleaching is algal growth… and that we have seen… a lot!
Bleached corals are weaker and more susceptible to a microbial takeover fuelled by algae. Once fleshy algae
gain foothold in a reef, it encourages the growth of disease-causing micro-organisms that can kill coral. It is
not uncommon for lagoons to heat up too much in summer and consequently we are seeing less and less live
corals inside these shallow inlets on the inner reefs.

Inside an inner reef lagoon – Faith Reef
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All sorts of algae taking over at Maori Reef

Why is it so bad at both the fringing and inner reefs? Because they are affected by multiple stressors, the big
one being agricultural runoff. In addition, some of these reefs have also suffered the effect of storms a few
years ago and most of them have been affected by marine heat waves repeatedly over the past five years.
With multiple devastating assaults, can they survive and recover? We worry they won’t.

Further Offshore
A little further offshore, things are less dire, but not good. Some reefs positioned a bit more centrally on the
GBR are in reasonably good condition, however it is dependent on where you go and where you look. You
will see live coral colonies, often on the more exposed slopes rather than in the lee of the reef platform, but
there are areas of dead coral covered in algae. Generally 40% cover is what you can expect.
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About 40% healthy cover at Lodestone Reef.
If you look closely there are dead patches and Crown of Thorns scars

Upturned and bleached Table Acropora and struggling corals at Block Reef
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Outer Reefs
The healthiest reefs we have seen are the ones on the very outer edge of the Great Barrier Reef where
marine life is thriving thanks to their position along the Continental Shelf with its upwelling of clean, cool and
nutrient rich ocean waters.

Healthy bommie at Milln Reef
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Dense and varied coral cover at Agincourt Reef

Healthy Reef at Little Bugatti
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The offshore reefs in the central and northern region (offshore of Mackay, Townsville and Cairns) have been
damaged by large scale coral bleaching events but they are fighting back. The Reef is incredibly resilient and
despite the onslaughts it is recovering in places far from the coast, 50 to 90nm offshore, where there are
areas thriving with life and vigorous coral growth again. It gives us some hope, as long as another bleaching
event does not cook the new growth this summer.

What a healthy reef looks like: 75% - 100% coral cover and clouds of fish
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Crown of Thorn Starfish – it can hit anywhere
As if storms and rising temperatures aren’t enough, there is the impact of the Crown of Thorns Starfish
(COTS). These can invade an area and obliterate the corals at lightening speed. They feed on branching and
table corals such as Acropora species rather than more rounded corals with less exposed surface area, such
as Porites. Like other starfish, they exude their stomach and start the process of digestion outside their
body. They settle on a piece of hard coral, release chemicals which attract additional COTS to healthy reef
sections. They then begin their destructive feeding frenzies, releasing digestive enzymes onto the reef, and
liquefying the coral tissue. You will notice the white coral skeleton – the scar – where they have digested the
polyps as they move around and eat their way through an area. The coral skeleton is then rapidly infested
with filamentous algae. An older scar will look brown or grey. During a severe outbreak, there can be many
crown-of-thorns starfish per square metre, even piling on top of each other. They can eat so much that they
can kill most of the living coral in that part of the reef, reducing hard coral cover from the usual 25 – 40% of
the reef surface to less than 1%. Such a reef can take 10 years or more to recover its coral cover.
Last year we saw and reported a COTS outbreak at Walker Reef. It got dealt with swiftly. We returned to that
reef this year and it is showing some signs of recovery, but very patchy. We are told by marine biologists at
the Australian Institute of Marine Science (AIMS) that the Swain Reefs have been badly damaged by COTS.
These are the furthest offshore reefs on the GBR, some 150 nm from the coast. We are yet to go there at
this stage. The GBR Marine Parks Authority is quick to react to reports of outbreaks and send teams to cull
the COTS. We have seen Crown of Thorns but not at outbreak level anywhere again and we have seen the
scars they leave behind on most reefs.

Crown of Thorn Starfish at Faith Reef
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Recently digested plate coral at Lodestone Reef
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Thank God for Green Zones
One thing is encouraging: the effect of the Marine National Park Green Protection zones which forbid fishing
or take of any kind and in so doing limit the activities of people using and abusing those fragile places. Reefs
in green zones are in noticeably better condition with many more fish. But they represent only 33% of the
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park. We need more of these protected areas to help preserve and restore
habitat. The Marine Park people are patrolling these reefs by air and sea and severe fines are imposed on
those breaking the rules. We have little pity for those getting caught.

Green zones, protection pays
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Action Time
The Reef is a sensational and delicate ecosystem. We have shown this in our series of Outer Reef posts. We
have been incredibly lucky to spend so much time exploring and witnessing what is there, good and bad.
But there is no denying that the Great Barrier Reef is being ravaged by climate change. Should it be listed as
an endangered world heritage site? Yes, because it is, and we are running out of time to halt the
devastation. How long have we got? We don’t know, marine biologists we met on our journey don’t know
either. We fear we are talking a few years rather than several decades.
What we do know is this… If we stay on the current destructive trajectory, burning fossil fuels, letting
agricultural run off flow carelessly into our rivers and inshore waters, if we keep over populating and
overfishing, if we keep showing an insatiable desire for stuff, if we keep getting rid of waste recklessly, we
will surely kill what is left of the Reef, and not in the distant future, but very, very soon.
It is sad to see that while everyone has been distracted with the global pandemic and focused on saving
people, the real issue of protecting, nurturing and safeguarding the environment and the very ecosystems
that keep us and every living thing alive have been neglected.
When will our local and global priorities change? When will we shift our focus to the real crisis of our time?
We need climate action now, but our Australian politicians don’t really get it. Rather than taking energetic
and urgent action, Australia’s so-called Plan lazily falls back on projections that emissions will fall by up to
35% by 2030, “exceeding” the federal target of 26 to 28% that was set some 6 years ago by just
“momentum”. This is half of what we need to do! While some countries in the rest of the world try, with
targets and properly costed and mandated strategies, we have no plan for 2030, having been dragged
kicking and screaming to reach even a woolly, irrelevant 2050 net-zero promise. Our leaders worry about
their re-election rather than the climate crisis with its dyeing reefs, rising seas, catastrophic bushfires,
cyclones and floods. Our prime minister is embarrassing, lacks leadership, vision and diplomacy, and
certainly doesn’t represent us. We can’t wait for the next federal election… to show our current leaders
what we think of their Plan and vote them out! We hope many other Australians do likewise.
Only with bold, ambitious 2030 targets, and new, concrete policies will we reverse this global emergency.
Let’s hope the COP26 Summit achieves the shakeup that is so desperately needed.

-----o0o-----
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H

aving now left the Reef for the season, we can’t help but look back at what we have managed to do
in six months of reef hopping. For a start the distance we have covered since leaving the Gold Coast
was extensive. It was a 2725nm round trip. But what was most significant was exploring 37 different
reefs, 23 of which were new to us. We also had some great spells of calm weather, something quite different
from previous years, which meant we could enjoy so much more.

Highlights:
-

Sailing in company – planning together, playing together, supporting one another.
Discovering new spots and identifying a few more to get to next year
Developing more confidence with reef navigation
Patting the Humphead Maori Wrasse
Finding a Bailer Shell and a Nautilus Shell

Lowlights:
-

The deterioration of the reef which prompted us to write ‘that’ post reproduced here
Our confirmed dislike for overnighters of which there was only one
Our increased discomfort with heat and humidity making it clear to us we would rather not spend
another summer in Queensland

Learnings:
-

Making great use of satellite imagery to plan safe reef access and to find good anchorages
Getting better at flying the drone and getting some awesome aerial shots
Not fixating on a destination and letting the weather decide where we go
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T

he Great Barrier Reef is truly sensational – such a diverse delicate ecosystem. We feel so fortunate
that we have had the opportunity to experience this true wonder of the world, particularly this year.
But we also feel very sad and very worried about what is ahead.

In the end, we conserve what we love, we love what we understand and we understand what we learn.
From tiny polyps, colourful nudibranchs, jumping dolphins and singing whales, we keep learning with every
day at sea, every image we take, every bit of research we undertake, what makes this Great Barrier Reef one
of the most magical and unique places on Planet Earth.
The wildlife in our oceans is an endless source of wonder, and we are constantly inspired to do everything
we can to protect it.
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